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Strategies for Generating E-Business Returns on InvestmentIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Companies invest in e-business and its supporting technology for their e-business initiatives. E-Business applications such as supply chain management and customer relationship management improve transaction efficiency and scope economies as well as promoting new product and service offerings and close customer relationships. However, it is...
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Enabling eBusiness - Integrating Technologies Architectures & ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
This book describes the technical architecture and components that can be integrated in order to provide a comprehensive and robust infrastructure on which to build successful e-Business. It is essential reading for technical and functional team leaders and strategists, who analyse the options, limitations and possibilities for new technology and...
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Business Process Mapping: Improving Customer SatisfactionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Praise For Business Process Mapping: Improving Customer Satisfaction, Second Edition
    "A must-read for anyone performing business process mapping! This treasure shares step-by-stepapproaches and critical success factors, based on years of practical, customer-focused experience.A real winner!"
    Ð²...
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Motivational Marketing: How to Effectively Motivate Your Prospects to Buy Now, Buy More, and Tell Their Friends Too!John Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Why Do People Buy, Anyway?


	Every businessperson, sales professional, advertising copywriter should be endlessly exploring this question. Sadly, few do. Instead, most stay stubbornly focused on the question of: how can we make them buy our 'thing'? And, sadly, most training remains focused on selling. We are all...
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AVIEN Malware Defense Guide for the EnterpriseSyngress Publishing, 2007
Members of AVIEN (the Anti-Virus Information Exchange Network) have been setting agendas in malware management for several years: they led the way on generic filtering at the gateway, and in the sharing of information about new threats at a speed that even anti-virus companies were hard-pressed to match. AVIEN members represent the best-protected...
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Contrast Data Mining: Concepts, Algorithms, and Applications (Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2012

	A Fruitful Field for Researching Data Mining Methodology and for Solving Real-Life Problems

	Contrast Data Mining: Concepts, Algorithms, and Applications collects recent results from this specialized area of data mining that have previously been scattered in the literature, making them more accessible to...
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Deep Learning: Practical Neural Networks with JavaPackt Publishing, 2017

	Build and run intelligent applications by leveraging key Java machine learning libraries


	About This Book

	
		Develop a sound strategy to solve predictive modelling problems using the most popular machine learning Java libraries.
	
		Explore a broad variety of data processing, machine learning,...
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RT EssentialsO'Reilly, 2005
In a typical organization, there's always plenty that to do  such as: pay vendors, invoice customers, answer customer inquiries, and fix bugs  in hardware or software. You need to know who wants what and keep track of what  is left to do.

This is where a ticketing system comes in. A ticketing  system...
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Cyber Risks for Business Professionals: A Management GuideIT Governance Publishing, 2010

	The benefits which Internet technologies offer to business professionals also present considerable risks. The management of these risks is the focus of this book.


	Realize the benefits of Internet technologies, while ensuring your company is protected from the associated risks!


	An effective risk management...
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Sams Teach Yourself Facebook for Business in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2011

	Sams Teach Yourself Facebook® for Business in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working through its 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn how to profit from Facebook’s powerful new business tools: Facebook Pages, Places, Deals, Ads, and...
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Agile Experience Design: A Digital Designer's Guide to Agile, Lean, and Continuous (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2011


	This is the book we wish we’d had when we were first introduced to agile

	methods. We want to show how design and agile are a natural fit together.

	How bringing together the people who build the products you design with the

	people who use the products you design will lead to better decisions and better

	customer...
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Programming Google App EngineGoogle Press, 2012

	
	
		On the Internet, popularity is swift and fleeting. A mention of your website on a popular
	
		blog can bring 300,000 potential customers your way at once, all expecting to find out
	
		who you are and what you have to offer. But if you’re a small company just starting
	
		out, your hardware and software aren’t...
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